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Bright country 2-beat (\( \frac{4}{4} = \text{ca. 92-100} \))

PART I

PART II

PIANO

Bright country 2-beat (\( \frac{4}{4} = \text{ca. 92-100} \))

A

Bm7 Cdim7

Plink - a, plink - a - plink.

Plink - a, plink - a - plink.

A/C#

D

* Also available for 3-part mixed (32911) and S.S.A. (32912).
SoundTrax CD available (32914).
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32913
When I was a little bit ty boy (girl) just up off the floor, plink-a, plink-a, plink-a, plink-a-plink.